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Attempts to chart the eighteenth-century schism between biblical hermeneutics
and literary criticism, a split with profound implications for twentieth-century
biblical translation and literary theory.
Reproduction of the original: Theresa Marchmont by Charles Gore
Critical interest in biography and autobiography has never been higher. However,
while life-writing flourishes in the UK, in Italy it is a less prominent genre. The
twelve essays collected here are written against this backdrop, and address
issues in biographical and autobiographical writing in Italy from the later
nineteenth century to the present, with a particular emphasis on the interplay
between individual lives and life-writing and the wider social and political history
of Italy. The majority of essays focus on well-known writers (D'Annunzio, Svevo,
Bontempelli, Montale, Levi, Calvino, Eco and Fallaci), and their varying anxieties
about autobiographical writing in their work. This picture is rounded out by a
series of studies of similar themes in lesser known figures: the critic Enrico
Nencioni, the Welsh-Italian painter Llewellyn Lloyd and Italian writers and
journalists covering the Spanish Civil War. The contributors, all specialists in their
fields, are Antonella Braida, Charles Burdett, Jane Everson, John Gatt Rutter,
Robert Gordon, Gwyn Griffith, Peter Hainsworth, Martin McLaughlin, Gianni
Oliva, Giuliana Pieri, and Jon Usher. The volume is dedicated to John
Woodhouse, on his seventieth birthday, and concludes with a bibliography of his
writings.
Reinhard Strohm examines the relationship between Handel's great operas and the earlier
European Baroque tradition.
The second part of Dante's Divine Comedy, following the Inferno, and preceding the Paradiso.
The poem was written in the early 14th century. It is an allegory telling of the climb of Dante up
the Mount of Purgatory, guided by the Roman poet Virgil, except for the last four cantos at
which point Beatrice takes over as Dante's guide. Purgatory in the poem is depicted as a
mountain in the Southern Hemisphere, consisting of a bottom section (Ante-Purgatory), seven
levels of suffering and spiritual growth (associated with the seven deadly sins), and finally the
Earthly Paradise at the top. Allegorically, the Purgatorio represents the penitent Christian life.
In describing the climb Dante discusses the nature of sin, examples of vice and virtue, as well
as moral issues in politics and in the Church. The poem outlines a theory that all sins arise
from love - either perverted love directed towards others' harm, or deficient love, or the
disordered or excessive love of good things.
Concordance of the Divina CommediaThe Beauties of Music and PoetryThe ElvesWith Other
Tales and SketchesThe third or transition period of musical history, lecturesPurgatorio di Dante
Alighieri in versi e in prosa. [The text of the original, with a prose paraphrase by S.
Carpanetti.]Standard Tales by Standard AuthorsThe Edinburgh tales, conducted by mrs.
JohnstoneThe Edinburgh TalesTheresa MarchmontBoD – Books on Demand
This text examines the mercantile activities of the Scotto Press through both a
historical study, which illuminates the wide world of mid-16th century Venetian
music printing industry, and a catalogue, which details the firm's music editions.
Dante in Love is the story of the most famous journey in literature. Dante
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Alighieri, exiled from his home in Florence, a fugitive from justice, followed a road
in 1302 that took him first to the labyrinths of hell then up the healing mountain of
purgatory, and finally to paradise. He found a vision and a language that made
him immortal. Author Harriet Rubin follows Dante's path along the old Jubilee
routes that linked monasteries and all roads to Rome. It is a path followed by
generations of seekers -- from T. S. Eliot, Sigmund Freud, Primo Levi, to Bruce
Springsteen. After the poet fled Rome for Siena he walked along the upper Arno,
past La Verna, to Bibiena, to Cesena, and to the Po plain. During his nineteen-
year journey Dante wrote his "unfathomable heart song," as Thomas Carlyle
called The Divine Comedy, a poem that explores the three states of the psyche.
Eliot, a lifelong student of the Comedy, said, "Dante and Shakespeare divide the
modern world between them, there is no third." Dante in Love tells the story of
the High Middle Ages, a time during which the artist Giotto was the first to paint
the sky blue, Francis of Assisi discovered knowledge in humility and the great
doctors of the church mapped the soul and stood back to admire their cathedrals.
Dante's medieval world gave birth to the foundation of modern art, faith and
commerce. Dante and his fellow artists were trying to decode God's art and in so
doing unravel the double helix of creativity. We meet the painters, church builders
and pilgrims from Florence to Rome to Venice and Verona who made the roads
the center of the medieval world. Following Dante's route, we are inspired to
undertake journeys of discovering ourselves. In the vein of Brunelleschi's Dome,
Galileo's Daughter and Wittgenstein's Poker, Dante in Love is a worldly and
spiritual travelogue of the poet's travels and the journey of creativity that
produced the greatest poem ever written.
Reappearance of a classic work of Dante criticism interpreting the central female
image of Beatrice.
Dante's Persons explores the concept of personhood as it appears in Dante's
Commedia and seeks out the constituent ethical modes that the poem presents
as necessary for attaining a fullness of persona. The study suggests that Dante
presents a vision of 'transhuman' potentiality in which the human person is, after
death, fully integrated into co-presence with other individuals in a network of
relations based on mutual recognition and interpersonal attention. The
Commedia, Heather Webb argues, aims to depict and to actively construct a
transmortal community in which the plenitude of each individual's person is
realized in and through recognition of the personhood of other individuals who
constitute that community, whether living or dead. Webb focuses on the
strategies the Commedia employs to call us to collaborate in the mutual
construction of persons. As we engage with the dead that inhabit its pages, we
continue to maintain the personhood of those dead. Webb investigates Dante's
implicit and explicit appeals to his readers to act in relation to the characters in
his otherworlds as if they were persons. Moving through the various encounters
of Purgatorio and Paradiso, this study documents the ways in which characters
are presented as persone in development or in a state of plenitude through
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attention to the 'corporeal' modes of smiles, gazes, gestures, and postures.
Dante's journey provides a model for the formation and maintenance of a
network of personal attachments, attachments that, as constitutive of persona,
are not superseded even in the presence of the direct vision of God.
This collection of essays provides an account of Dante's reception in a range of
media-visual art, literature, theatre, cinema, and music-from the late eighteenth
century through to the early twentieth and explores various appropriations and
interpretations of his works and persona during the era of modernization in
Europe, the USA, and beyond.
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